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Workers wary
about revised
service center

Cool it, man

In an effort to increase
student benefits, SJSU
proposes partnership
of campus auxiliaries
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Fred Najjar, executive assistant to the vice president fur
Student Affairs, said lallpluyees
vvere asked what they felt about
a change and what their fears
were. Ile said they have tried
hard to get input so employees
can feel like it part of the
process
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Bright dreams, big campus Chocolate bar
Social castaways wander sponging smokes, pursuing hopes
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I have walked for miles and miles
around this college. I probably know my
way around better than you.
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Streaking through the ’70s
Protests and pet rocks,
rallies and rhythms, funk
and fads highlight SJSU’s
step into disco groove
By Jeremiah ()shall
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Unidentified students streak infront of the Dining Commons in 1974
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Fireworks under
fire: Israel’s story
has cloudy past

Jon Perez
STAFF WRITER

MIXED MEDIA
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the
the Arab/Palestinians that
it; I t heir count ry it Palestine taken from them
because American told European powers felt
guilty ;Mout the Jewish Holocaust.
I wondered bow the Palestinian people felt
when the Eurepean and American powers tedd
them that they no longer had a country.
I wondered how the Palestinians felt when
they saw their slum -like living conditions, while
Jews lived in the. more! developed parts of the
country.
I wondered how the Palestinians felt when
their race was steremvped as terrorists and as
the. bringers of the destruction of Israel when
imly a couple I if years before. Hitler was doing
the. same thing tee the Jews.
lb it most of all. I we ndend if the JPAA’S have
f’elt thy SaillIO things or ever had the same
I ii o’os :IS I have
( It course they did.
Anil if HiTmany was celebrating its 50-year
imniviTsary of the Third Reich by setting off
appreciate e
fireworks, I don’t think the ’v we
that much.
This isn’t anti-Semitic or anti -Israel, this is
just allot her point of’ view.
Palestinians who fight for their own homeland through peaceful or violent means are
c.elled terrorists. Now substitute the word
American for Palestinian. What do you get?
Are. we. terrorists or freedom fighters? The
indigenous pec eple. el this land will probably
have a difkrent answer than the general public.
I know I do. Fireworks and all.
.1cm lit.’," Is II Spartan Doily staff writer
I \A ,nice d
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New rules for life with the Evil Empire
I’m not one to normally say I
Now,
can do things better than God, but
I think I’ve finally come across a
the
Ten
shorten
up
way
to
Commandments without sacrificing content.
The Froot Loops and Beer commandments would read thus:
Thou shall not be like Bill Gates.
That should about cover everything.
This might seems a tad crazy, but, in Bill
Gates, humanity had finally given us
someone who epitomizes everything we
shouldn’t be.
Let’s just look at the present commandments.
Rule number uno: Thou shalt have no either gods.
Is there any question that there isn’t any bigger
god in Gate’s life than Bill Gates? The man is so
arrogant he actually believes if the federal government di isn’t allow him to release his Windows 98
operating system on time, the entire computer
industry will collapse..
Lord, spare me.
The last thing the computer industry needs is
another bug-ridden operating system cooked up by
the Evil Empire. The only reason the computer
industry thinks it needs another operating system is
because every person who owns a PC already owns
Windows 95. Gates isn’t going to let the fact that
everybody already owns his product stop Microsoft
fr an selling more operating systems.
Rule number two (in short): No idols.
If you live in Silicon Valley then you know the one
thing people here will bow down to is the Almighty
PC. God help an office building if the network goes
down or if a worker can’t access his computer. Small
sacrifices of mammals wouldn’t be too out of line for
the computer geek desperate to get the system up
and running again.
What has this to do with the Bill Gates? Go take
a look at your PC. One of the first things you see if
you turn it on is the Evil Empire’s monogram: MS.
If that’s not idol making, I don’t know what is.
Rule number three and four: Don’t swear, and
rest on the seventh day.
Well ... oh, let’s just skip these. Who made up
these rules anyway?

Rule number five: Honor they father
and mother.
I don’t know about everybody else, but
I’d be ashamed to tell anybody Bill Gates
was my son (unless, of course, he was giving me a cut.)
Most parents, though, want their kids
to grow up, go to college, stay out of trouble and make something of themselves.
Gates hasn’t grown up, didn’t graduate
college, is constantly being indicted and
the only thing he continually makes of
himself is an ass.
Rule number six: Don’t kill (the free
market).
’Nuff said.
Rule number seven: no committing adultery
There’s not much to here to blame on Gates, with
the exception of the man in general just being a ripe
bastard.
Ride number eight: Thou shalt not steal.
Gates has been a sneaky little thief since the
start. You may have to rattle your brain pans a little
ifbr this one, but in the early ’90s Microsoft was
nailed in court for pirating another company’s technology. Just can’t wait to see what little surprises
about Windows 98 will drag Gates into court.
Rule number nine: Thou shalt not lie.
This is the man who said Windows 95 would not
run if Internet Explorer was removed. He even actually suggested he was working within a free market
when the release of Windows 98 was threatened.
Gates comment on this was "It’s (blocking the
release of Windows 98) like telling General Motors
they cannot come out with new cars this fall."
There is one small difference, however. General
Motors actually has some competitors.
Rule number 10: Don’t covet your neighbor’s
property.
OK, this is probably the one commandment Gates
hasn’t broken. With his kind of money, there’s probably little left in the world the man doesn’t own.
So help the cause and write to your local priest,
pastor or pope. Prevent little Sunday school children
from having to memorize 10 long boring commandments when they could just learn one.
Remember the Froot Loops and Beer way: Don’t
be like Bill.
Scott Shuey is the Spartan Daily managing editor
Ills column appears every Thursday.

Students must remember why they are at SJSU: education
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steely rise. ( Ivor the i)ist decade,
SI
flVol’Itiit
;it San Jose
State. (*never-soy ;IS well as many
other public and KR ate universities,
hay() s01.11 dramatic increases to their
tug ion and cost el living.
Naturally. those students who
work ii finance. their education have
added i to their 25 to 30 hour workload
and are. now less committed than
ever to obtaining a quality education.
Thi proldi.m is, him ever, that
many professors compensate these
students by lightening their class
we irk bends, cutting major assignments and being more and more flexible. with t heir deadlines.
’Most student S. especially at commuter universities, have lost their

dedication and comwork for their degrees
mitment to learning.
and learn and particiLETTER TO THE
They do not find
pate in class. Faculty
EDITOR
themselves responsimembers need to help
ble. for earning their
increase! the value! of
degrees. Instead they
an &NU diploma.
see classes as a chore, something that Those students who do not show
needs to be done. Teachers help foster their commitment to their academics
such ideas as well. They feel too should not pass classes and earn
much sympathy for the students and degrees.
as a result, they cut the number of
When I started my education at
projects.
SJSU, I knew I could not count on my
This mutualistic relationship has parents to support my education. My
led to a disaster. While teachers light- parents were simply too old and had
en the course requirements, more already helped finance the education
and more students fail to even com- of my four older siblings.
ply with the new, easier standards,
Yet, I knew I was going to remain
but continue to pass their classes.
committed to doing well and giving
Faculty members need to reaffirm SJSU my best. I worked only the
that their students are willing to number of hours I could handle.. I

saw the solution to fee increases to be
more loans. I never forgot that I was
a student.
Students from all around this
country share my experience.
Education is an investment. Loans
can be repaid once one is done with
his or her education.
So while the many working students nag and complain about wanting extensions or easier assignments,
I ask faculty members not to give in
and continue to hold high academic
standards in order to assure that
their students learn before they earn.
Mike Yaghmai
political science
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Look out Pac Bell:
competition right
around the corner

by Jack Ohman

after all the
Eyen
bright fireworks, a
poster of a bloody
hand caught in a barbed
wire. fence. is still the first
image I have of Israel.
With all of the pomp
and circumstance that
acceimpanied the celebratie en of Israas 50-year
stideeheiod last week, all I
can remember is a man
that had a comical smile!
and a twinkle in his eye
being murdered in front
of his wife and child after
his house. was raided by

thee secret police
’limy didn’t stop there.
They also dteciemel to go to his newborn baby’s
room and spray the wall with bullets to show
that they could h;oe killed the. baby at any time.
Thi fireworks %%ere bright, loud and beautiful, but that couldn’t make me forget images of
mothers shielding their children from the club
police officer, or of families being uprooted
from thom homes, so that "the right people"
could take their place
1;iny Israeli cities were buzzing with happiness and ce lehrit ion, but that couldn’t dispel my
vision of the. inlmbitants of Deir Yassin being
slaughtered )1, an example of what will happen
to e et her cit le- it rtiles and laws are not followed.
With ell these images in mind, I wondered.
Ii I.red bow a certain group of people felt
wit I, hese. ini,wes in mind when the first fire-
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nformation seekers
revolt! As a customer
of Pacific Bell, the
local phone monopoly of
California, you may soon
pay twice as much for
directory service and
receive fewer "freebies" to
access it (from five free
calls a month to three).
It’s time to bring in the
competition Pac Bell purPeggy FH on
ports it’s ready to tackle.
The cincher to Pac
Si lir 11- u rig u
Bell’s recent proposals is
that the company wants
the
from
permission
California Public Utilities Commission to make
unsolicited calls to its customers with unlisted
numbers. Coincidentally, California has the
highest percentage of unlisted numbers in the
United States.
What a concept! Pac Bell can double its earnread on.
ing potential with one customer base
Pac Bell spokesperson John Britton argued
that customers who sign up for unlisted numbers aren’t trying to protect themselves from Pac
Bell’s solicitations, only with those that they are
doing business with. Sure, after subscribing to a
plethora of phone options, customers want to be
interrupted during dinner to take advantage of a
new "money-saving" option. Have you noticed
your phone bills getting smaller lately?
All this in the name of rising operational
costs. Oh yeah, and to pay for a scale back of
Northern California operations. Isn’t this supposed to save money?
According to Britton, no jobs will be eliminated. Although hundreds of employees from San
Jose, San Leandro, Monterey, San Bruno and
Napa will be asked to change jobs, relocate or
retire early. Is it conceivable that Pac Bell isn’t
making ends meet?
For those customers who spend money on
options such as call -waiting, call-forwarding,
three-way calling, caller ID, call-blocking and
call return and still see $2 charged for "miscellaneous service," may find it difficult to swallow
Pac Bell’s financial "dilemma."
Pac Bell argued that its price for 411 calls
hasn’t been raised since 1984 and only three
states have lower rates than California. But
doesn’t California have more people?
We only get phone books for the areas we live
in. Or do we? What if you live in south San Jose
and have a Campbell prefix? According to Pac
Bell, you will get a Campbell phone book and
have to pay for a south San Jose phone book.
Before getting upset, remember Pac Bell is
strapped for cash.
Finally a voice of reason. Helen Mickiewicz, a
staff attorney with the California Public
Utilities Commission, believes that directory
assistance is one of the areas in which Pac Bell
cannot request rate hikes in order to cover its
own increasing costs. Do the math, Pac Bell.
Your customers are paying more than enough.
Don’t forget the .business community you so
hardily targeted, PB. How will they feel now
after you have taken away all of their free assistance calls? Don’t they provide you with enough
income? You’re burning your fiber-optic bridges,
Pac Bell. Californians have a long memory. Can
you say "new local service provider?"
Peggy Flynn is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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major.
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Danger of napalm exaggerated in Daily
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read a general reacHaving
tion to the government’s
decision to "secretly" transport
napalm from California to
Illinois by my fellow students, I
have come to the conclusion
that many of them have allowed
themselves to be led on by the
media.
The editorial and the letter
carried by the Spartan Daily
made it clear the general
assumption is napalm is as dangerous as nuclear, biological and
chemical weapons and the reaction against the government is
based on that belief.
As well, I can anticipate that
part of the fear of napalm is
generated from the stigma of its
effects during the Vietnam War
and its use for massive destruction.
I would like to shed some
light on the truth about
napalm. And remember, I trust
the government as little as
everyone else.

Napalm is jellied gasoline to
put it in layman’s terms and
was used extensively in
Vietnam to burn out large areas
of vegetation, and when improperly used, napalm inflicted horrific pain and destruction on
human life.
I think we are all familiar
with the sad photo of the naked
and burned children running
from their village.
Unfortunately, that was the
reality of Vietnam and a good
reason for why the United
States has stopped using
napalm.
Napalm is flammable just
like diesel fuel but it is not
explosive and the massive
effects of it can only be accomplished when the napalm is
spread out over a large area and
ignited, like it is when it is
dropped from an aircraft.
The igniter has to be something significantly more intense
than a match or a spark. If the

rail car carrying the napalm
were to derail not likely the
napalm would catch fire. If the
napalm did catch fire it would
be no different from a diesel fuel
fire.
Napalm does not have an
effective kill radius of five miles
nor an effective casualty radius
of ten miles. It can’t go any further than it is thrown.
It is essential that we all
voice our opinions in order to
keep the powers that be in
check.
However, we must base our
opinions on fact and not hype.
Some credit should be given
to our government for making
an effort to rid our world of
napalm, and we should really
question those that compromised the safety of that shipment by making it a media
event.
Bill McAllister Jr.
mechanical engineering

Students: quit complaining, work hard
ll
often at San Jose
Atoo
State University I hear students complaining about a variety of issues ranging from parking problems and grades to lack
of time to satisfy demanding
work loads.
While these complaints are
valid, it would be nice to hear
something positive about school
for a change.
The challenge itself might be
for some students to simply
enjoy the ride that an education
provides.
Students need to find better
ways to solve silly problems
that seem to hinder their experience of gaining an education.
One of the most popular complaints is the challenge of finding adequate parking.
Often times students wake
up a bit late or can’t find their
keys while trying to cram a Pop
Tart into their mouths, only to

find
themselves
running
behind.
Instead of allowing yourself
to slip into a possible neurotic
state, one should plan ahead,
eat your Pop Tart cold and set
your alarm ahead allowing you
to leave earlier. It really can be
that simple.
Another source of intense
compulsion and nervous stomachs for students are grades.
Don’t get me wrong, grades
are very important, especially if
you’re planning to attend graduate school, but it isn’t necessary to lose sleep and precious
energy over.
If students would pay more
attention to what they’re learning and devour the material,
good grades could come naturally and without a ton of belly
aches and wasted energy.
Another classic complaint is
the heavy workload. College is a

challenge, and like anything
else in life that is worthwhile, it
takes hard work and dedication.
Time management is the key to
Success.

Instead of going out to have a
beer with friends or watching
Jerry Springer, why not tackle
that reading assignment that is
looming over your head?
Unfortunately, students tend
to get caught up in their own
mini -dramas and sometimes
forget the very reason they
decided to pursue an education.
The reason to attend college
is to expand the mind and
strengthen knowledge in a particular course of study.
If the challenge is too much
for you, they’re always hiring
friendly people at McDonald’s.
Carolina Fernandez
political science

Daily’s Cinco de Mayo coverage biased
picking up Monday’s
Un
edition of the Spartan
Daily, I was appalled. Appalled,
but not surprised.
Your decision to run an article about arrests being made at
San Jose’s Cinco de Mayo celebration Sunday, is typical of the
Spartan Daily’s biased coverage
this semester.
The headline read, "Postparty ruckus nothing new." If
it’s nothing new, why is it in
your paper? News is the breakdown of human occurrences
that are unusual and often surprising.
What’s surprising about people getting arrested? People get
arrested for being drunk after
concerts held at the on-campus
Event Center.
Do you see that in the
Spartan Daily? Of course not.

People get arrested for smoking
marijuana at both the residence
halls and fraternity houses.
The fact that you don’t see
that in the Daily is no mere
coincidence.
Assigning the story meant
the editors expected violence to
occur. The implication is that
cultural events always lead to
violent altercations.
While the story was offensive, it did address an important issue police brutality
toward members of certain ethnic groups. The reporter, however, downplayed that issue.
A spokesperson for the San
Jose Police Department said
officers were responding to
"gang posturing near Fourth
and Santa Clara streets."
The officer failed to mention
that waving to friends can be

construed as a gang gesture
when it’s a Mexican -American,
African -American or Asian American doing the waving.
Two men in the story made
allegations of police brutality.
The Daily reporter allowed
another police officer to give the
flimsy excuse of "people have a
tendency to slip and fall."
The Spartan Daily staff
seems to have done some falling
of its own.
You don’t seem to know the
difference between reporters
and stenographers.
Your job as journalists is to
investigate and report, not act
as a mouthpiece for the police
and other "authority" figures.

Today
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 1210 - 12:35
p.m at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets (across from the
dorms). For more information, call
Ginny at 1408) 938-1610
CENTRAL COAST EMPLOYMENT EXPO
Job Fair from 11 a m. - 3 p in. in
the Student Union’s Ballroom.
Bring rØsumØ copies and be prepared to speak with hiring companies. For more information, call
James at (408) 771-6023.
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Free film: "Orientation" at 7:30
p.m. today through Friday at 80 E.
Rosemary St For more informa(ion, call Ilene at (408( 441-6661
DELTA LAMBDA KAPPA
LESBIAN SORORITY
Meeting at 7:30 p.m at Cafe
Leviticus. For more information,
call Beckie at (408) 864-9072.
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY
San Jose Museum of Art Trip
followed by meeting at 6 p.m. For

more information, call Andrea at
(408) 224-8944 or Sara at (408)
294-4382
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Elections meeting at 5 p.m. in
the Student Union’s Council
Chambers. For more information,
call Maribel at (408) 294-3667.
SBBS (STaivisn BLACK BROTHERS
AND SISTERS)
First annual "Sisters in the
Struggle Seminar: African Women
Now at 7 p.m in the Africana
Center in Wahlquist Library North.
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Student Galleries’ Art Shows
from 10 a m. - 4 p.m. ends today in
the Art BuildinglInduatrial Studies. For
more information, call Brendan at
)408( 924-4:330
SCHOOL OF MUSIC & DANCE
"African Drum and Dance" from
the African Diaspora: West African,
Caribbean and African -American at
7:30 p.m in the Music Building’s
Concert Hall. For more information, call Annette Macdonald
at (408) 924-5042 or 4660.

Now Hiring!
arno

response to the article,
In
"Bienvenido Cinco de Mayo,"
by Nicholas Boer, I became very
bothered by the lack of objective
journalism. The article states in
bold that the "SJ Festival not
just about Mexican Culture"
also
"Post -Party
Ruckus
Nothing New." These comments
by the writer (who should, as I
learned in journalism, be objective) are very one-sided.
AN an active member of the
community and also as a member of the San Jose GI Forum
(the group that organizes the
Cinco de Mayo Celebration), I
took this article to be very offensive, especially when I was
there to enjoy the culture, the

What we require:
Friendly / outgoing personalty
Enthusiasm for hard work
Professional appearance
Available on evenings,
weekends & holidays

The following positions are available:
Usher, Concession’s!, Box Office Cashier, Film Handler,
Maintenance, Cash Handler, Housekeeping
Pick up an application today!
Job Hotline: (408) 919-0282

derno Mercado 20
3111 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95064
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art, the music, the celebration of
being Mexican -American.
The focus of the celebration
was indeed on culture and the
pride that this very diverse City
of San Jose has in its culture. I
believe the focus of the story,
which is news, is that the festivale this year was very organized, less people, cultural
activities and more importantly,
the meaning of Cinco de Mayo
and the importance of it to
Mexican-Americans here in the
United States.
Unfortunately, last year’s
Cinco de Mayo celebration was
broken up due to some kids
causing problems from their
cars after the celebration ended.

This year, there were less problems and less arrests. This celebration, organized by the San
Jose GI Forum, is one of the
largest in the United States,
and the money made from this
goes directly into scholarhips
for the youth and other community service.
My criticisms of this article
are more offensive and I would
hope that in the future, the
news is reported with objective
views and more of an effort to
interview all sources.
Monica Gomez
former journalism student

Proposition 226 bad for working people
Q hailendra Dhanoa was quoted in the Spartan Daily article of April 29, "Workers ’clock
in’" as supporting Prop. 226
because "Labor unions shouldn’t be any different." I fear
Dhanoa is a victim of the deceptive title and propaganda
around 226.
Prop. 226’s purpose is precisely to make labor organiza-

tions different. Prop. 226 puts
obstacles in the way of political
participation for unions and
only unions. No other member
organization that attempted to
influence legislation that affects
them is touched: not the
National Rifle Association, not
the
American
Automobile
Association, not corporate lobbies, etc.

Voters should make no mistake. This proposition is in the
June primary in order to take
the voice of working people out
of the November election. Our
system only works if all sides
arc heard from. It hurts our
democracy to target and
exclude a group of people.
Frank Corigliano

’Free, student transit service just isn’t so
In Susan Shaw’s article about
public transit published April
4th, she mentions that the public transit is a free service. It is,
in fact, not a free service. Out of
the six hundred and some odd

dollars that every student is
charged each semester for
attending SJSI:, $23.50 is allocated for public transit I, as
well any other student here at
1St’, can document this by

looking for "Transit Fee" on the
list of charges we get at the
beginning of every semester.
Isaac Grover
computer engineering

AIM HIGHER!

1)t ’I\ I ION t-;11-(’ I A I.
SPECIAL OFFER
For Graduation
and Memorial Day
Weekend

$79 per night

1-1
What we offer:
Dynamic growth opportunities
Free movies and other privileges
Exciting work atmosphere
Flexible work hours
(Perfect for students)

THE LISTENING HOUR
SJSU World Repertory
Ensemble from 12:30 - 115 p.m. in
the Music Building’s Concert Hall.
Royal Hartigan, director, will present an absorbing experience in
instrumental sound which embodies the spirit of music of the ages
using jazz and improvisation. For
more information, call (408) 9244631.

Cinco de Mayo reporting lacks objectivity

Attention Close of 20001 Air Force
Officers are in High Demand’ Offering
many opportunities in aviation. If you have a
2.35 GPA, you can qualify for a scholarship. AFROTC
provides lull tuition, books, and fees plus $150 a month extra.
GUARANTEED PAYCHECK
30 DAYS VACATION A YEAR
FREE MEDICAL & DENTAL AFTER GRADUATION
TAKE ONE CLASS AND A LAB EACH SEMESTFFI TO
BECOME AN OFFiCER
Cheek out the program anytime
No commitment

For San ose State, Students, Faculty & Others
nd

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
Eating disorder support group
from 4:30 - 5:30 p.m. in the Health
Building, Room 208. Newcomers
are always welcome. For more
information, call Nancy Black at
(408) 924-6118.

nths.

Genoa Barrow
journalism

Ci

SJSU UNIVERSITY T
"A Day in Hollywood/A Night in
the Ukraine" at 7 p.m. in the
University Theatre, Hugh Gillis
Hall. For more information, call
Mary Gibboney at (408) 924-4555.

Nport.

deadline fro

rdoo.d

READ
THE DAILY

SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
Coffee Hour from 2 - 4 p.m. at
the International House Dining
Room, 360 S. 11th St. For more
information, call Yoko at (408) 9246570.

May 22nd-25th
single & double occupancy
In downtown San Jose
(only 5 minute walk
from campus)

Make your
reservations today!

454,;

START OFF IN A SOB THAT WILL MARE A
DIFFERENCE
Call Captain Mike Savage
(408)924-2967
for applicant information

SECURE YOUR SUMMER JOB NOW!
Provide Quality
Construction Workers to
Licensed Contractors
Throughout the West
Since 1987

Carpenters Drywall
Painters Plumbers
Electrician’s
Laborers
And Morel

Contractors Labor Pool
Get on Board for Summer Employment
Top Jobsites Great Pay & Benefits
Steady & Flexible Work Schedules
Same Week Pay Safe Working Conditions
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY
WORK IN ALL BAY AREA CITIES (800)

CALL CLP

ENTERTAINMENT
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Spike and Mike learn the ’Classics’

MTh;i nn tt’SV of Spike and Mike
"Geri’s Game," a tour-minute an,’ tiated short by Pixar Studios, chronicles the chess game an old man has with himself. Geri, along
with other animated characters, will tie featured at Spike and Mikes Classic Festival Of Animation at The Towne Theatre until May 14.

By Susan Shaw
Now in its 2I4 incarnation, Spike and
Mike’s Classic Festival ot Animation has
estahlished itself as the preeminent
showcase Mr :iiiiniation :is it
But beyond ";irt- is a ql iality. very simgoal. ailed
ple hut \ it:t1 to that
"entertainment."
"’rile first criteria tends t, he hurnor.said Spike 1)ecker. Spike mill dike producer and promoter, in describing his
selection process for the ft,t1V:11 -Aft(’r
that, we look at the story and then artistic merit."

REVIEW
After more than 20 years of assembling
and rileasing the animation collections. it
appear, th.it Decker’s company \% ill lie
gi.tting
recugnition
Spike and Mike col
Today \ ou can
lectionsit Thwer Reciirds. and Deckir
said the productiiais may be lotting cable
soon
’After yiqirs and years (if diii ng this.
things are finally starting to happen.- he
said

Spike and Mike’s Classic Festival presentations are less a mirror of other cultures than they are a lesson in how truly
nimll the planet is. Humor has proven
t,i be truly universal, and the curit
-iii li,st Iva! is no exception.
Included in the festival are selections
trim Bulgaria, Belguim, Sweden, the
t7SS11), England, Germany
iii
it course, the United States. The
iiiialit y of. kith the material and the anikit lint is very high, and as with previous
Spike )ind Mike festivals, these features
are being shown to U.S. audiences for the
first t11111’.
01 particular note in the new film are

the premieres of the latest offering from
Pixar Animation, "Geri’s Game" and
"Stage Fright," the newest clay animation
production from Nick Park’s Aardman
Animation studio.
Pixar blazed the trail for computergenerated animations with "Toy Story,"
while Park and his clay animation critters have been a Spike and Mike fixture.
For fans of animation, the Pixar and
Aardman premieres would be worth the
price of admission, but there is other
notable material in this year’s production.
First is the highly sophisticated and
beautifully drawn, "T.R.A.N.S.I.T.," which
is based on a partially fictionalized
account of a woman who disappeared
more than 60 years ago while taking the
Orient Express to Bangkok. The story is
told through vignettes from locations she
may have stopped along the way, with
each scene telling the story in reverse
through travel stickers on her suitcase.
Another standout, and one of Decker’s
favorites he said, is "Lily and Jim," which
recounts a disastrous blind date experience. Although the characters of Lily and
Jim are crudely drawn, they are amazingly expressive.
"Some of the best films are the ones
that have the most basic humor that
everyone can relate to," Decker said.
In this latest collection, following a
trend, are animators infatuated with the
brave new world of computer animation.
Decker said computer animation is
really spawning a lot of creativity in the
field and making his job of selecting
shorts for the festivals more difficult.
"There is so much creativity going on
now, with the onset of commercial computer animation with ’Toy Story’ and commercials," he said. "There’s definitely an
explosion in this field right now."
A couple of clever examples of the computer animation trend is "Shock" from
Germany, in which the animation is
drawn into his own creation (both literally and figuratively) through the use of
computer animation.
It’s hard to find fault with a carefully
selected collection of animation shorts
from all over the world. Fans of animation, and especially fans of the Pixar and
Aardman studios, shouldn’t miss this one.

Your guide to movies,
concerts and events
for the coming week.
Enjoy.
"Deep
Friday, May 8
Impact" opens nationwide.
It’s the heartwarming tale of
a purple monster named
Godzilla that saves the planet
from an asteroid-spawned
tsunami. Look out! Here
come the summer movies.
"Go
Saturday, May 9
to Kelley Park. For haiku at
the Teahouse. It should be
good fun." Five-seven-five. Go
on, count it. I dare ya.
Saturday, May 9 to
Sunday, May 10 The Thai
Food Festival brings coconut
oil driven cholesterol busters
to the colons of the good citizens of Sunnyvale. There’s
probably gonna be some more
twisters there this weekend,
but they’ll be found in the toilets of Sunnyvalites.
Sunday, May 10 It’s
official guilt day, otherwise
known as Mother’s Day. Call
her, you insensitive jerk! You
try eating a whole watermelon and then passing it
through your pelvic bone.
Sunday, May 10 Ben
Folds Five isn’t playing at the
Event
Center
anymore,
they’re
at
Shoreline
Amphitheatre. Call Gloria at
the Event Center if you want
tickets. If you don’t, don’t
worry, you’re not alone.

Graduatipn
Accelerati n
l’t Ir..
11,1r
1).1111
Nathan Beason, left, and other soldiers of the chorus line perform in the opening number of "A Day in
Hollywood/A Night in the Ukraine," showing in the University Theatre May 7, 8 and 9.

’A Day’ serves up nostalgia

Savvy SJSU students have
learned that
Summer Session
units help them

By Cindy Scarberry
SIrVf
up ti

lath. 11,1, nitil

;11)1/14.

REVIEW

I/11

mode
Too late now, the cast from "A
Day in Holly ,viiiid/A Night in the
rk
birget about it
and get on n.% tin the next
For old Ilnllywond fah, how
ever who need a good
and a date to wear the latest
fashion, go ahead Ask het to slip
int() a nice new pair of rapri
Pant- . ,’;it eve glasses arid dark
red lips and take a trip down
memory lane to the San Jose
State I ’imersit Theatre for an
evening if tap
and Marx
Brother: pran1
The music.’ I dance revue
aims to entertain, according to
David Kahn, I he director of the
&1St’, theater He said the theater had dealt with political subjects such as rape and racism in
past performances and it was
enough reality.
"There’s always been that
impulse for nostalria and the
good old days," Kahn said
"Then, none of the good old days
were that good, really."
Maybe he was referring to
those dark issues of racism and
rape. It seems you just can’t
escape some social ills.
The hour-long musical tap-ti tat -tat singsong transplanted
from Shirley Templi.’s "good ship
la

1

lollypop- neighborhood nauseates me. Watching eight perfectly lined up soldiers flashing
pearly whites while they crnon
top .10s from lb. 30s nisi doesn’t
cotit fir a Friday night
(If ci iurse. it you’re nostalgic,
what could he more pure?
A Day in Hollywood looked
inore like a day in Disneyland,
even Mickey and Minnie showed
op’ Their f,,t ril’Vf.1" missed a
heat. hut who cares" A tripped
step v.iiii1(1 have spiced up those
miI,’ and boy, a bit Give me
51,101.
MIMIC V11)11.11(1% SOMe
rock -n -roll. I want t hose days of
soul.
And those bad boys of schtick,
the Marx Brothers. Their boy
meets girl, buy loses girl, boy
wins girl back act deserved the
solicited giggles and chuckles
I rom the audience.
Elizabeth Earnheart pulled
double duty I there’s a movie title
licit. somewhere) earning the
audience’s heart. She deserved it
as the ever singing, ever dancing
Lowes Theater usher and then
as Harpo in "A Night in the
Ukraine."
The production crew and cast
displayed some wonderful talent
and can he proud. I just wish
they were more creative with it.

graduate up to
two years earlier.
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Earn up to 1 2 units in 1 2 weeks
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Classes Start May 26,
June 15, July 6, July 27, 1998
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SJSU Continuing Education, ADM 103
Spartan Bookstore
Parking Garage Stairwells
Student Resource Center
Clark and Wahlguist North Lobbies
Student Union Information Center

, 11.11111
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1 OR PARTYS 50 TO 1(()

Call 408-924-2630 or
Email infoeconted.sisu.edu or
httpliconted sisu edu or
info sisu edu
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Hope: Two million people suffer from brain disorders in U.S.
Continued from page 1
said "I probably know my way
around better than you."
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Mental illness
Giese and Noyer are two of
more than 2 million people in the
United States who live with a
serious, long-term brain disorder, according to The National
Alliance for the Mentally Ill.
Schizophrenia is one of the most
serious and disabling of the
brain disorders and affects
approximately one person in a
hundred.
The mental disorder causes
confusion and hallucinations,
according to Eric Rothenberg, a
psychiatrist at the SJSU
Student Health Center.
Psychiatrists prescribe neuroleptic medications such as
Thorazine or Clozapine to treat
patients with symptoms of psychosis or schizophrenia, he said.
Noyer said he takes Thorazine
to treat his paranoia and schizophrenia symptoms. Older medications, such as Thorazine, treat
the positive symptoms of schizophrenia, such as hallucinations,
delusions and disorganized
thought, but not the negative
symptoms, such as withdrawal,
low energy and isolation, according to the April newsletter published by The Alliance for the
Mentally Ill of Santa Clara
County.

tary mouth or tongue movements) after prolonged use.
Although newer and more
expensive drugs such as
Olanzapine, Risperdal and
Ziprasidone may help people like
Noyer live better lives, the drugs
are still too new to be called a
cure-all, Rothenberg said.
"There are claims that the
new drugs are miracles,"
Rothenberg said. "But we can’t
really know until 20 or 30 years
from now, when we can see how
people have done on the drugs."

Institutions closed
People were locked up and
never saw the light of day before
medications for mental health
were available, Rothenberg said.
He attributes the use of these
drugs by people with mental disorders to the shutting down or
decrease in the number of mental hospitals in the United
States.
"Once people took medications and could lead stable
enough lives, there wasn’t a need
to keep patients in the hospitals," Rothenberg said. "Around
the early ’60s, maybe late ’50s,
the halfway house movement
began and patients were becoming more mainstreamed into socalled normal society"
Kathleen Wall, a psychologist
at the Student Counseling
Services, counsels students with
symptoms of depression, anxiety
With the help of drugs
and schizophrenia.
The newer drugs reduce both
She describes the de-institusets of symptoms and do not tionalization of the mental
have the unwanted side effects of health system as a national disthe older medications, such as grace because she is concerned
muscular stiffness, restlessness that people who are released
or tardive dyskinesia (involun- may not be receiving adequate

Ile said he has come a long
way from the days he spent in
the hospital and wishes people
would ask questions about mental illness.
"I hate the stigma that comes
from fear and ignorance," he
said. "I’ve been leading a normal
life for over 10 years. I drive to
work and to school and am doing
really well."

touch from time to time, according to Medroe.
He said it’s tough for them to
visit all the time.
Medroe said he doesn’t ask for
much, but likes coffee and cigarettes, which he purchases out of
an allowance he receives from
Veterans Affairs.
"Any brand will do," Medroe
said. "How can I have a preference, you know?"
Medroe remembers his days
at the mental hospital.
"They asked us all the time,
’Who’s the president?’ " Medroe
said. "Well, hon, my memory is
OK. They get you high to provoke your memory, you know."
Most days are OK for Medroe
he said, although the deep lines
on his tanned face seem to say
otherwise.
He breaks a smile which separates the frowning lines for a
moment as he talks.
"All the reality tells me I’m
not worth it, Medroe said. "It
takes money and not being in the
way."

Watching the smoke go by
Paul Medroe sits on a park
bench at SJSU around 8:30 a.m.
and watches as students scurry
to class or dips a bare toe into
the water fountain.
A few blocks from his 14th
Street home, Medroe said he
likes to come to the campus to be
around people.
"It’s horrible there (at home),"
Medroe said. "It’s awful just to
sit around and smoke. It’s less
boring on campus. It’s the only
thing I can do."
Although his parents are
dead, his two sisters keep in

Move along
He said no one bothers him,
usually, but he has been asked to
move from certain areas on campus.
"They tell me to move from
the bench," Medroe said. "I don’t
have the nerve to ask them to
move. They work here."
Although the University
Police Department receives a
fair amount of suspicious-person
calls, according to Sgt. John
Hernandez, "Unless persons are
doing something illegal, we do
not do anything to remove people from campus who talk to

I hate the stigma that comes from fear
and ignorance. I’ve been leading a normal
life for over 10 years. I drive to work and
to school and am doing really well.
Christenson
Brian
student at West Valley College

care.
"At least students can receive
free health care and counseling
services on campus," Wall said.
"That is not always available for
some people in this country."
Counseling is available
SJSU provides up to six counseling sessions per semester for
students, according to Wall.
Because society stigmatizes
students with mental disorders,
Wall said records remain confidential and she advises students
not to tell others about their
symptoms.
"The stigma toward these students is so harmful, it could ruin
their opportunities for employment and careers," Wall said.
Brian Christenson believes
otherwise. The West Valley
College student joins others who
have symptoms of schizophrenia
at Schizophrenics Anonymous, a
self-help support group that
meets each week in San Jose and
Mountain View.

themselves or who look homeless.’
"SJSU is a public institution
and non-students may come on
said.
Hernandez
campus,"
"Anyone who wants to has a
right to come on campus."
Sometimes, people who refuse
or forget to take their medications may present harm to themselves and experience a relapse,
according Rothenberg.
"People have rights, and if
someone doesn’t want to take
medications, that’s their right,"
Rothenberg said. "For some, distrust of medications is part of
their illness."
Unlike Christenson, who lives
independently and routinely
takes his medications on his
own, Giese and Noyer said they
each have a conservator who
manages their money and protects their interests.
For more information about
schizophrenia and other mental
disorders, call the Alliance for
the Mentally DI of Santa Clara
County at (408) 280-7264.
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Unabomber lies to save skin
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Unabomber Theodore Kaczynski
used "trickery" in faking an
argument with his lawyers and
staging an attempted suicide, a
judge said in a recently unsealed
court order, the San Francisco
Chronicle reported Thursday.
U.S. District Judge Garland
Burrell Jr. wrote in the order
that Kaczynski made a conscious decision "to employ trickery" so that a jury would never
have to hear the details of his
crimes.
that
wrote
Burrell
Kaczynski’s legal wranglings
were all a ploy "because he wanted to live."
The government was to have
introduced as evidence some
22,000 journal pages written by
in
which
he
Kaczynski,
described his bombing sprees.
Burrelll noted that these details
might have enraged a jury,
resulting in an almost certain
conviction.

Burrell had kept the details of
in -chambers hearings under
seal. In one document recently
unsealed, Burrell wrote that
Kaczynski tried to convince the
judge that he could fire his own
attorneys and hire another one,
or represent himself, the
Chronicle reported.
Calls placed to Kaczynski’s
attorneys seeking comment
Wednesday night were not
immediately returned.
In his own thoughts on
Kaczynski’s "mental disease or
defect" defense, Burrell said the
defendant was perfectly rational
throughout his pretrial litigation.
Burrell also noted that
Kaczynski
was
employing

"strategies that enabled him to
delay the trial proceedings and
to improve his settlement
prospects with the government."
Kaczynski thwarted a possible death sentence by agreeing
to plead guilty in return for a
sentence of life in prison without
the possibility of release.
Kaczynski "knew that, without the mental status defense,
his conviction would be a virtual
certainty, and a sentence to
death was a realistic possibility."
"He knew that details about
his crimes might very well outrage the jury and result in his
being convicted and sentenced to
death," Burrell wrote.
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It’s August 18, 1996, two hours before game time and Ken Caminiti is lying
on the clubhouse floor. The San Diego Padres are playing the New York
Mets in Monterrey, Mexico, and the burly third baseman is flat on his back.
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The switch-hitting Caminiti, belts one out from the left side this time.

was a record that stood for more
than 10 years befbre Eric Pitt
and Robert Berns eclipsed it.
Caminiti finished his SIS1’
career with a .327 batting average, 126 hits, 12 home runs and
81 RBIs. He had major league
scouts looking at him.
"Ile always played as hard as
he could, but he wasn’t a mean
player," Menges said about
Caminiti’s drive on the field and
referring to his tough guy image
with the Padres.
Ile didn’t make the final cut
for the 1984 Olympic team, but
the lieuston Astros thought
highly enough of him to make
him a third -round pick in the
1984 free agent draft.
Ile spent fbur years climbing
up through the Astros farm system. From Osceola to Columbus
to Tucson, he raised his batting
average every year, impressing
people along the way.
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Unhappy in "The Bigs"
In 1988, Cammy finally made
it to "The Show" the Major
Leagues -- hut despite being a
dream come true, playing baseball wasn’t fun anymore.
"It seems like when I went
through the first couple of years
of my profi.ssional career, I just
didn’t have fun,- Caminiti said.
"I was just playing for that next
level. I was just miserable."
His misery was due. in part, to
the reputation he had gained as
being a hard drinker. ( ’timing up
through the minors, Caminiti
had sought to mask the pain he
had been playing with by drinking. His managers knew it.
Ile said he would go out, get
bombed and still have a good day
at the plate the next day. But
somewhere, the magic stopped.
The man with close to a .300
batting average in the minors
was hovering around .260 in his
six years with Houston.
Simply, he wasn’t producing
what the Astros had hoped and.
in the largest trade in Major
League Baseball history, was
shipped from Houston to the San
Diego Padres.
The deal
The 1994, 12 -player Heck buster deal also sent Steve
Finley, Andujar Cedtmo, Robert
Petagine, Brian Williams and
the proverbial "pliiyer t 0 be
named later" to the Padres in
exchange for Derek Bell, Phil
Plantier, Ricky Guiterrez, Craig
Shipley, Pedro Martinez and
Doug Broca& In essence, the
Padres and Astros swapped half
of their starting nine.
"I was devastated. I was born
and bred to be an Astro,"
Caminiti said about the trade.
"Being traded to the Padres, not
knowing what to think, made me
feel very unwanted."
Being traded to a team which
was in the middle of having a
"fire sale" of talent to trim
payroll will tend to do
that. In the years
before the Caminiti
trade, the Padres
had traded away
nearly every one of
their
decent
ballplayers.
It clearly didn’t look
like San Diego was trying
to win.
"I came to San Diego
and the first half of the
year I made 20 errors," he
said. "They got me for
defensive reasons, so I was not
real happy with myself"
16 days that changed him
It was then that Caminiti said
he decided to seek treatment for
his drinking. He went into a
rehab facility for 16 days.
Sixteen days, he said, "that
changed my life."
"I figured it couldn’t get any
uglier," Caminiti said of his battle with addiction. "Now I just go
out there and have fun. At the
end of the day I hang up my hat,
knowing that in my heart I’ve
done the best I could."
Armed with that attitude, the
"new" Cammy broke out in 1995,
establishing career highs in batting average (.302), hits (159),
home runs (26), RBIs (94) and
stolen bases (12).
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SJSU baseball
looks for wins,
not swimsuits

One ’Giant’ stretch

Playoff bid rides on Hawai’i series
By Mark Gomez
Staff Writer

The San Jose State University
baseball team knows its playoff
hopes depend on this weekend’s
three game series at Hawai’i.
The Spartans (30-20, 12-14)
currently hold the sixth and
final spot in the Western
Athletic Conference tournament
half a game ahead of the
University of Nevada-Las Vegas
(29-22, 12-15).
A three-game sweep would
clinch a WAC tournament berth
for SJSU.
"We’ve got to go into Hawai’i,
which is a very tough assignment, and win," Coach Sam
Piraro said. "Obviously, we win
three and it’s a done deal. If we
win two, I think it puts us in a
good position."
The Spartans won two out of
three against the Rainbows at
San Jose Municipal Stadium,
but have lost five of their last six
games at Hawai’i.
"If you ask me what the two
toughest places to play in the
United States are, I would say
Hawaii and Mississippi State,"
Piraro said. "Hawai’i plays on
Astroturf. It’s something they
practice on every day and
they’re familiar with. That
makes them a difficult opponent."
Piraro added that remaining
focused while staying in Hawaii
and avoiding the obvious distractions will be a challenge.
Players like shortstop Brian
Forman don’t think remaining
focused will be a problem.
"If it’s your first time going
there, maybe," Forman said. "I
don’t see it as a distraction.
we
We’ve got a huge series
win that series, we go to the
playoffs. It’s not like we’re out of
it or just going there to have
fun."
The Rainbows are experiencing a minor losing streak, hav-

ing lost five in a row, including
three at San Diego State last
weekend.
Jamie Aloy leads the
Rainbows with a .374 batting
average, and as a pitcher is 4-0
with an ERA of 2.61.
He is expected to start
Friday.
Expected starters for the
Spartans include ace Javier
Pamus (13-2) and Joe Baker (52).
After pitching two complete
games last week, Piraro may
give Pamus, named the WAC’s
player of the week, an extra
day’s rest and start him
Saturday.
Should SJSU finish a half
game behind UNLV for the
sixth spot, Piraro said the team
will travel to New Mexico and
make up a game that was
rained out earlier in the season.
A win in that situation would
leave the two teams tied for the
sixth WAC spot.

Riley/Spartan Daily

San Jose Giants coach Jalal Leach reaches out to give a few
small fans a high five during the eighth inning of Monday night’s

game. The Giants beat the Bakersfield Blaze 3-1. Their next home
game will be at 7:15 p.m. on Friday.
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Students ’hustle’ to catch up with ’70s trends
Continued from page 1
’Then- %vas some resistance to
Jazz being a part of the depart.
ment early on," said Lease, who
pia on the first Itroadwa) must
cal at I- iii 19611 "People rant
ed ii pot the jazz department
ii .c
itone end A the building :\
It A people in the department
didn’t like the loadness of nick.
hut it got incorporated "
NIusic wasn’t the only thing
changing. demonstrations hail
also taken iii
.11)se laheration Front
II
anti %vat. ;..,,roup on campus
left
a horning cardlioard helicopter
in front of the RI ITC hayracks in
1971 The next ilav the group
found its houses vandalized
Students had also found new
uses for their Student Union
"It seemed like the \Vest Coast
headquarters for student .ict Ivo.%
was on the second floor A the
Student Union." said Bob Glitter
chair of the Socioli,gy I iepart mem.
who has been on stilt since I 9i;,-;
In 1971 it was the site ot an
oa campus
clash
infamous
File Photo
between students and police
where 13 stuilt.tit.: were arresti
Locals do the Hustle at a San Jose disco in 1976. Other popular dances included the Bump and Kung Fu.
while demonstrating in the
steps in an anti -war protest
Jonathan Jackson used in an even able to outbid Bill Graham
"I remember one protest atteiiipt ti i free his brother, for some South Bay shows."
Ike and Tina Turner lit up the
where they buried a hrind new George. from the Nlarin County
Civic Auditorium stage during
Ford Nlaverick." said t ;an, Tian,
Inc the process. a fed
who was an HIM’ cadet at iTid lodge %%As killed along with their performances in the early
5.151. from 1966 1973 "I think it Jonathan Jacksiiii iind ts.vo oth- ’70s. Bay Area favorites also
included Frank Zappa, Gladys
DAVI, ut c. i1,11t1C111
hail something to do %itti the
t..I ,if the charges
Knight ( with B.B. King), Ray
dinvinnummt."
thing, if c’ittinse_ Charles, Boz Scaggs and John
But the war was drawing
And tilt.
er to an end and students who th.it Immil;210 -itudents together Denver throughout the mid -’70s.
once served their comm.% \\PI,
gushrift
or a A 1976 LynyTd Skynyrd show at
hat IIW
;is Chiiiich and the Civic Auditorium had sture-entering school
good pike
dents complaining about
"I came back while
having nowhere to sit
there were still a lot of
because of all the people.
anti -war demonstrations."
Hoofing it to the Chicago
said Dan Ti -le, who start
show at the San Jose Civic
ed school in 1969. but
Auditorium was suggested,
Mund himself’ in Vietnam
as tickets for the show,
due to had grades :ind
attended by Jack Nicholson
returned in 1971. "It was
Far Photos
and Goldie Hawn, were
n’t quite as radical as
dubbed "too high" at $3 to Above: Cheech (right) and Chong
or
S:111
Berkeley
$10.50.
Francisco, hut it was still
yuck it up in the women’s gym in
But price was not an 1972. Right: TlnaThrner performs
rtally wt,m1issue for all acts that came with Ike in San Jose in 1972.
mil, reminder the w:ir
to the Civic Auditorium,
v..is still on was the recre
;mon of the Kent State
The Pointer Sisters rocked
the microphones in 1973
massacre when- four stu
and Kris Kristofferson
dents wi,rt gunned down
strummed for a capacity
ht
Nat trial Guardsmen.
crowd in 1974, both for $4
marking the one yvar
tickets. The best deal may
anniversary The incubmt
have been Bo Diddley in
would live in infamy cit
the men’s gym on May 10,
the Crosby. Stills, Nash
and Young s,aig "Ohm. 1974, for a paltry $3.
From pet rocks to
and the hand l -- minus
Frisbees, from pinball to
make a
Young would
people
stereos,
Hi -Fl
trip to San Jose in 1971
seemed more concerned
At a time when a burriwith style than substance.
to and a Pepsi were 35
Although groups like
cents and parking at the
War were able to draw
Seventh Street Garage
more than 20,000 fans to
was a quarter. students
Spartan Stadium, more
turned away front protestand more people opted for
ing the war and toward
working on the Gporw,
fir, Photo the recorded sounds of a
club instead of live conMcGovern presidential
William Street Park protest against Vietnam certs. A grander scheme
campaign According
1972.
on
May
20,
repression
racism
and
war,
was afoot: Disco was comGliner. idler McGovern
lost. the pritests petf Ted Angela Davis, awaiting trial, was absent due to ing to life. In 1975 there
were at least three discos
out
her restriction from attending public rallies.
The
around campus
"I think students got
discouraged." Gluier said "They Chong played the women’s gym Paragon, Tinkers Dam and Disco
Odyssey. A trip to a disco includturned more to working inside tbr $2 throughout the ’70s.
"W. hail thii most success with ed bright lights, recorded music
the system "
Although protests against the nick ’n. roll jam bands and come- and alcoholic beverages.
"The whole music industry
Vietnam War became less fre- dy acts," said (;erhke, who added
quent, another issue attracted that Richard Pryor and Steve seemed to be going through a
students’ interests. The Angela Martin pt rtbrmed to capacity tough faze," Aberg said. "People
Davis trial grabbed plenty of crowds in the Student Union wanted something they could
headlines and so did the rallies Ballroom, while bigger names dance to, not just listen to."
Added Gerhke: "A whole
with their chants of "free Angela like Peter Gabriel and Fleetwood
Davis." A UC Berkeley student. Mac packed the men’s gym. "The bunch of money got put into
Davis was accused of buying the gym was the perfect size, it fit dance clubs and they were a
Black
Panther about 2,500 people. We were place to meet people."
gun
that
The Spartan Daily said in
1976, "Disco music today has a
strong beat and its lyrics aren’t
important to dancers concentrating more on the dance moves."
Dances included the Funky
Chicken, the Bump, the Robot
and the Kung Fu.
lour areas of GE are covered with three courses which will:
Students still sported long
have a community focus both inside and outside the classroom
hair and beards, but the protest
era had mostly been laid to rest.
be integrated around the themes of SUS7’-4INABILI7’Y and
Live shows were not entirely a
thing of the past, but disco was
DESIGN
the hip and happening thing
provide the opportunity for multi-dimensional interaction
among students.
Funk music was also becomprovide the opportunity to make a difference
ing popular, Groups like ConFunk-Shun and Parliament were
becoming big names and Sly and
the Family Stone brought
Funkadelic to the Bay Area in
1973. Sounds that would have
*Credit for the upper division writing requirement (100W)
their hey-days in the 1980s were
depends upon the approval for your Major department.
also being born. Blue Cheer was
one of the first "heavy metal"
Come to the Sociology Department Office (DMH 241) to register.
bands, according to Tele, and a
little San Francisco group called
the Dead Kennedys started the
label Alternative Tentacles,
Ile Photo bringing punk to the Bay Area.
Music had changed, but it was
Ronnie Von Dint of Lynyrd Skynyrd sings "Cry for the Bad Man" at
far from finished.
the San Jose Civic Auditorium in 1976.
a
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0 INTEGRATE YOUR G.E.

Seeing GE as merely a fragmented and disjointed group of
courses required for graduation?

CONSIDER AN INTEGRATED
UPPER-DIVISION GE PACKAGE

And fulfill your upper-division writing
requirements*

FALL 1998*
enroll concurrently in:

Biology 110, sect. 1 MWF 8:30-9:20 (Area R)
Polit. Science 120, sect. 50 MWF 9:30-1020 (Area V)
Community Concepts 157, sect. 50 W 15:00-17:45
(Area S)

For more information, please call (408) 924-5320
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The SPARTAN DAILY
WORK NAM HIGH FUNCTIONING
nudes no calm for products or YOUNG CHILD WITH AUTISM. We
serdose adverMed below nor is are baking for tutors to work in our
thus my garrenles implied Dm home in conjunction with Behalloral
demilled calmins al ths *Mon Intervention Associates. This is a
Deily mist al paid arkedisling home based progressive treatment
and allimIngs we not among’ or program in Los Gatos. Experience/
wiled by the newspaper.
background in psycholow. special
education, OT, or speech therapy
preferred. Immediate openings.
Wages based on experience.
Please call Shari 040E056-5151.
PALO ALTO FAMILY YMCA
Summer Camp Director & Leaders EPAERGENCY NOMA Consialken
needed. Day, Sports, Resident & is curtently hiring Case Managers
Travel Camps. Cal 650856-9622. (FT, BA in related field or 2+ yrs
exper, bilingual preferred) and
CCEE JOB FAIR - Thur May 7th, Shelter Workers (PT varied
11.an-3prn. Student Union Balroorn. shifts). Send resume attn: HR
Bring copies of your resume.
Dept. or apply in person at 2011
Little Orchard Street, San Jose
MONGO’Sn RESTAURANT, the 95125. Fax (408)294-1400.
new exciting Cal-Asian Mongolan
BBQ theme restaurant to shake GET PAID & GET A WORKOUT!
up San Jose is now opening in Roofing Co hiring for F/T summer
June. Fantastic downtown location work. Blocks from SJSU. No
bringing attitude in a fun & positive experience necessary. Need hard
way seeks the same in ALL workers. Call for info: 971-7500.
STAFFING POSITIONS. Bring your
smile and Join Team Mongo’s"... TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
We are an innovative & interactive available. Easy hours. Good
fusion menu where the customer money. Ask for Mike. 261-1323.
creates their perfect meal. Apply
in person at 83 South Second DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach
Street, weekly, Tue/Wed/Thu one on one in company car. Good
between 10am - 2pm.
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad,
Clean DMV, No Criminal Record.
MARKETING SALES
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Fun, fast-paced entry level posi- Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
tions available with the industry 999W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
leader in collegjate marketing and www . del uxed riving . com
promotional events. Looking for
goal oriented individuals who are ALMON QM NURSERY/PRIMARY
motivated, as well as manageable PLUS seeking F/T & P/T leathers
and have a desire to travel. and Aides. Substitute positions
Eibense paid trael. Great marketing are also available that offer fiexi
sales experience and excellent ble hours. ECE units prefened but
eaming potential. Recent college not required. Please contact
grads preferred with an opportunity Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
for advancement. Email today to:
ruggerloestudentadvantage.com WORK FOR THE SPARTAN DAILYI
Fax Resume to: 510-665-1089.
Attn: Teresa Ruggerio/Kirk Watari. Perfect Job for aMorring Person!
Begin Fall Semester 1998.
SOCIAL SERVICES/ 11. TRAINER
$7.00/HOUR
START
work w/DD adults at home & Work lam to 9am on school days
community. 1 year related exp delivering The Spartan Daily to
preferred. 58.50-$10/hr doe. stands on campus and recycling
735.7890. Fax resume 735-7891.
any papers from the previous day.
fvUST BE: .Dependable .Energetic
CHILD DEV STUDENTS: Working Able to lift bundles of newspapers
parents seek F/T Nanny for 1 & 3 *Ham CDL & clean DMV printout
yr boys Live-in/out. English fluency APPLY AT: The Spartan Daily,
preferred. Valid CDL, N/S. Call Dwight Bente; Hall, Rm 203 or209
Now through May 15. 1998.
408-567-3538.

EmpunpAENT

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - HOTEL
Line Cooks/Breakfast Cook,
Dining Room Wait & Bus Persons.
Front Desk CLerks. Part-time &
Full-time available. Los Gatos. Call
408-354-3300.
SPORTS Promoters men+women
pit many post avail 800-249-9058
email: flashpromokkholmatcom

WANTED: BAR STAFF DWG 1JL’S
PIT, Flexible - Fn & Sat, 5-11pm.
Fun atmosphere! Looking for
people with positive attitudes!
Call 408-298.7469.
RECEPTIONIST
PIT. 8:30-1:00
Prof. Dress req.
Rm. for Adv.
Call or Fax
Mandy Becker
(408)279-3700
Fax (408)279-3797
Northwestern Mutual life

PSYCH, SP ED, UNDERGRAD,
GRAD, OT, SLPS: Learn/do
dicrete trial teaching w/3yr old
autistic gio. Exp a + but not req.d.
8-10 hrs wk. flexible. Pay commensurate w/ exp. 15 min from ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY,
campus. 926-3944.
First Christian Church, Administrarivp comouter skills. Full-time.
YMCA OF Serra Clem Wiley now salary commensurate with even
hiring for summer camp staff & bus ence. (408)294-2944.
drivers. We offer Day Camps, Travel
Camps, Speciality Camps, Sports CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
Camps & much moe!!! Call the remodeled Chevron Station.
YMCA near Ku for more information. 2 locations, F/T. P/T. flexible
Central (San Jose) 408-298-1717, hours. Also part-time maintenance
harvest (Cupertino) 408-257-7160. person. Call 295-3964. Ask for
SoUfwest (Saratoga) 408-3701877, Ofelia.
South Valley (So. Si) 408.2269622.
MARKETING/SALES INTERNSHIP
The industry leader in collegiate
GAME TESTING - $7/HR.
6-8 hours/day, 3-4 days/week. marketing and promotional events
Redwood City. call 650-654-5668. has several internships available.
PMD_recruittokonami.co.jp
Looking for goal oriented individuals
who are motivatied, as well as
WAITRESS WANTED knowledge manageable. Position entails,
of Japanese food preferred. Good assisting your local field office
bps. Apply@ Okayama Restaurant. with the development of various
565 N. 6th St. 289-9508.
marketing initiatives and actively
recruit/develop relationships with
FULL SERVICE RESTAURANT local sponsors, as well as stuand Night Club, all positions: dents in your local area. Work
Bus, Wartstaff & Host. Bob, Dee 5-20/hrs per wk with opportunity
or Manager. Bob’s Surf & turf. for advancement. Email today to:
286-0470.
ruggeno@studentadvantage.com
Fax Resume to: 510-665-1089.
Attn: Teresa Ruggerio/Iiirk Watari.
ADMINISTRATIVE
RPS. Inc. a leading small package
pick-up and delivery company. has WASIEDIATE OPIENINGS
a PT administrative opening, PM Receptionist. Office Clerk
shift, hours flexible. Mon. Fn. Sales. Customer Support
Negotiable pay + BENEFITS.
Technician. Testing Opt r.
Exceptional analytic and problem Warehouse Clerk
solving skills. Ten Key skills. Call 406/9424886
Career track position! Mail or fax Of fax to 406/9424260
resume to:
Electronix Staffing Services, EOE
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
RPS, Inc.
897 Wrigley Way
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
Milpitas. CA
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
FAX, 408/263-8867
EOE/AA
TEACHERS Pun, Exciting Developmental?
THE PERFECT SUMMER JOB!
We need you on our team.
Jan us at the SAN JOSE SYWHONY PT or Sub. Benefits. 247-4510.
in our Annual 98/99 Subscription
Sales Campaign. Good people,
good pay. Average callers earn
$13414/hr. Part-time eves, 20
hrs/wk. Cash bonuses. tickets &
more! Call Sean at 2794949.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Bonus!
$50
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanitise,
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182.
Immediate Openings Start Today!
VALET PARKING / CONCERT
STAFF- P/T and F/T positions
available. Flexible hours, Thurs Sundays in Los Gatos 8, Saratoga
areas. Must be Neat, Professional,
& dependable. Customer service
experience preferred. Earn up to
312.00/Hr. (hourly + tips) Call
1-800825-3871, M-F.

$1500 weekly potent’sl mailing
our circulars. Free information.
Call 410-783-8272.

VAIL EITAINJINED MONTESSORI
SCHOOL in Santa Clara needs
Teacher’s Assistant, 10:30 6:30
and 2:30 - 6:30. Toddlers Preschool. 6 ECE units required.
Call 4011415-1264.
NOW MING DEUVERY DRIVERS
Earn up to $16.00/hour. Fun,
Easy Work. Apply at Pizza A Go Go,
117 E. San Carlos St,
FOOD SERVICE, WREN BAR,
NOST1NO. FT & PT positions avail
in a busy family style restaurant.
All shifts avail, lies hrs. 88-58.50
hour to start. 733-9446.Ask for
Julia or Wendy.
STUDENT NEEDED FOR OFFICE
on campus. BT 550. Light typing.
computer experience preferred.
Male/Female. P/T or F/T Flex
Pours. Ask for Teresa 0 9247560.
BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
P/T, Ii4F 12:30- 5:30PM. Work in
a fast paced, property development office. Job would Include
office work, errands and some
phone answering, could lead to a
career for one of the Bay Area’s
premier development companies.
Please call Dna or JeanPaul for an
Intentew 4082870246. EOE.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Professors going an vacation?
HOUSE AND PET SITTER.
Call Lisa 218.7884. References.

ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
product line. Knowledge of small
handtools & light machining a
plus. Other duties include light
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/TElementary Schools.
office work, shipping & receiving.
Degree a Credential NCff Required. Team player mentality a must.
Opportunity for TeachirgExpenenoe. Campbell, CA. Fax resume to 408/370-5743.
*EXPLORING YOUR FAITH 14000?
Need Car.
Have questions?
Voice kW: (4031287-4170 et 408
STUDENT &Air PRO THERAPISTS Cunous?
Er3E/AAE
for Autistic girl. 512+/hour, more *Need a study break?
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school for experience. Paid training. Part- Make friends, have fun!
*DINNER & DISCUSSION
seeks responsible individuals for time afternoons & weekends.
Every Wednesday, 5:30-7:00pm
extended daycare. P/T in the Please call 408/946-8211.
Student Union, Pacheco Room
afternoon. No ECE units are
required. Previous experience with BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED (Except 3/11.4/8 Montalvo Rm)
’ Everyone Welcome!
children preferred. Please contact Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in tie immediate Episcopal Canterbury Community
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
area. Full-time/part-time openings. 408-293-2401. ABLange@aol.com
SPEAK FRINCH Work Ii Province Call today 1-650-968-9933. http:/me1ters.aoLccm/EpiCarrmS1
Help a family and their 12 year old International Bartenders School.
for 3-4 weeks in July, cooking,
INSTRUCTION
cleaning, errands. Must be at SUMMER JOBS NOW AVAILABLE
least 21, have drivers license, Earn $8-515 per hour. Local valet
swim & speak French confidently. co. Full/Part-time avail. Work DO YOU LIKE KIDS AND ART?
around summer school schedule. Are you a parent, teacher, uncle
Call 1418771-2537.
Golf cart drivers wanted. Call now or aunt or planning to be? Then
register for ART 138 or 139.
MINATO JAPANESERESTAURANT 408/370-7755.
Summer or Fall. Learn about kids,
now accepting applications for
servers. Fun Job! Please apply at DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES art, invention, creativity. Mae no:
Thinking about a career working See class schedule. catalog or
617 N. 6th St. 998-9711.
with elementary age children? The visit Art Rm 203. Mon.-Thtr. 8:30-3.
NOW MING PAINTERS $6.50 - YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
$10.00/hour. Marketer up to now hiring for school -age child PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
$15/hr. Call now! 408-939-3369. care centers in San Jose, Cupertino, accepting students who wish to
Santa Clara. Los Gatos 8r Milpitas. excel in playing guitar or bass. All
Full &parttime positions available, levels welcome: Beginning,
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month!
hours flexible around school. Fun Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Become a Sperm Donor.
staff teams, great experience any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
Healthy males, 19-40 years old. in working with elementary age Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty children. career advancement and Call C.II at 408-298-6124.
Contact California Cryobank good training opportunities.
1-650-324-1900, M -F, 8-4:30. Teachers require minimum 6 units
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
in ECE, Recreation, Psychology, 30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonslry
CRUSE SHIP & LANDTOUR JOBS Sociolce and/cr Physical Education.
Excellent benefits. World Travel. Please call Beth Profio at 408- Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
Ask us how! 517-324-3090 ext. 291-8894 for more information
National Teachers Guild Assn.
and locations.
C60412
National Suzuki Assn.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
wanted.
SECURITYACUFACTS,
INC.
TEACHERS AND AIDES
Small World Schools has PartNO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Starting $20/11r.
Call 4082418662
Time and Full -Time, a.m, and
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
p.m., permanent and summer
in Santa Clara too:
FREE FIRST LESSON-INTERVE1N
positions available. Units in CD,
We pay 0/T after 8 hours!
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
ECE. Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
If you are interested in working Call 408-286.5880 crappyriperSon
with a high quality child care
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
WORD PROCESSING
555 D Meridian Ave. SJ.
company call 408.379-3200 x
TOO BUSY TO TYPE??
Quick and reliable service for
CMUNK PAGING & CELLULAR GROCERY
Seek full/part-time Sales Person, SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS is papers, thesis, notes. resumes. etc.
accepting applications for part- RUSH projects. deadlines...
Data Entry, Customer Service.
and Electronic Technicians.
time employment in the San Jose No Problem! MS Word/laser.
& Ailpitas area .We have immolate Call Tracey 8 408-554-6352 or
Cal 408453-7243 or
Fax resume to 408441-9988. openings for meat clerks, courtesy 408388.7333 pgr
clerks (baggers) and bakery/deli
clerks. Experience in a retail *AFFORDABLE &EXPERIENCED*
ACCOUNTING STUDENTS:
APPLY WHAT YOU ARE LEARNING!! environment is a plus. We are Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Cupertino software Co. is hiring seeking friendly, customer service Papers. Nursing, Group Projects.
a Jr. or Sr. for a paid internship. onented individuals. Please see Res/nes. Al Formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Work on accounts receivable, store director at 3251 So. White
accounts payable, payroll, month Road, San Jose or at 215 W. Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yin Exp.
end closing, etc. 20 to 30 hours Calaveras, Milpitas. Save Mart
WP 5.1/1-P Laser. PAM’S
a week starting in May. Must be Supermarkets is an equal oppor- PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSNG.
willing to work for at least one tunity employer. We do pm-employ247-2681, 8am-8pm.
year. Call 408-343-4210.
ment drug testing,
CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
SECURITY
VALET PARKING - Local company
WORD PROCESSING.
Full and Part Time Positions
looking for people. Flexible
ThesesTerm Papers .Resumes
Graves, Swings and Weekends
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
Group Projects
Low key lob sites
$15 per hour. 867-7275.
All formats, including APA 4th Ed.
Will train
Laser Printer. Experienced,
Abcom Private Secunty
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Dependable, Quick Return.
Fishing industry. Excellent student
4082474827
Almaden/Branham area.
earnings & benefits potential (up
(408)264-4504.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS to $2,850./mo + Room/Board)
Elem. school -age rec. program, Ask us how! 517 324-3117 ext.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
P/T from 2-6pm, M -F during the A60412.
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
school year. Some P/T morning
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
positions available from approx.
WORK FROM HOME
group projects.etc. I have a
lam-11am. F/T during summer day
Growing International Company
typewriter to complete your
camp prog. %Int salary, no ECE Looking for motivated individuals applications fly med/law school, etc.
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
5800-$5.000/per mo. PT/FT
Will transcnbe your taped
Dept. Call Jail at 354-8700 x223.
Request FREE Detail
interviews or research notes.
(Not available school year? Call for
Log onto: www.hbn.com
Fax Machine Notary Public.
summer employ-. lifeguards, camp
Access Code 5315
Call ANNA at 972-4992.
leaders. pert &cultural arts camp)
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
TEACHERS high quality, licensed sell discount subcriptions to Bay
OPPORTUNITIES
dropin childcare centers for 2-12 Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
year olds.
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
CONQUER
Flex PT/FT positions
near lightral 4 blocks from SJSU.
YOUR FUTURE
Days. Eve. Weekends
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media We are now offering a once-intime
Me 6 ECE required
Promotions 494-0200.
moment to get in on the ground
Team environment
floor of an exciting new company
Benefits available
SHIPPING/RECEIVING - FT
positioned to become a new driCall Corp Office 260.7929.
Summer job then flex hours dunng ving force in world business. No
school. Contact Lisa 275-1784. big investment money needed to
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
get started, no inventory required
Education Award through Amen
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
ana no experience necessary If
corps at the San Jose ConservaWomen ages 2129, healthy.
you are stagnated. frustrated,
tion Corps. Seeking self-motivated
responsible, all nationalities.
underpaid or searching for a new
Individuals to work with at risk"
Give the gift of life!
career. call Marketing Director at
youth for year-long positions. High 53.300 stipend & expenses paid. 4089703778 or page 322-4527
School diploma required & ability Eionus for Chrese & Japanese doners. to schedule an interview World
to get class B license. $6.25
PLEASE CALL WWFC
Marketing Alliance Insurance
hourly plus benefits. FA/Parttime.
800-314-9996
Services, Inc
Call Joe 408/283-7164. E0E.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

SHIPPING/RECEIVING FT
Summer job then flex hours during
school. Contact Lisa 275.1784.

IMES
MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spiritual boost?
Need a break? Try Out:
The EnIgNteriment Support Group
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PfvI
@The Book CafØ Center
3483-95 S. Bascom
1408)978-8034
GhosecAl Were & interdenorrinaborel
Others say: ’Its avdays new arsIvitar
’It supports me in my life..."
"I get in contact with the real me."
? exj:enence wholeness."
Suggested Donation:
The pnce you pay for a movie.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY

BIBLE SEARCH RESOURCES
Bible Search on PC
Bibles and Reference Books
RESOURCES AVAILABLE TO ALL!
Christian Science Reading Room
Pre-recorded info: 408-867-8255.
GRADS DON’T FORGET
There is still time to leave a
landmark gift to SJSU by giving
$19.98 to the Senior Class Gift
today! Call 924-1137 for details.
SJSU PARENTS
Convert your student’s housing
expense into a nice tax deduction
and cashflow investment. OWN a
multi -student residence close to
campus. Easy financing available.
Call for details. Mike Gordon
510-428-8200.

TRAVEL
EUROPE- SUMMER ’98
$249 (each way plus taxes)
Mexico/Caribb. - $209-$249 R/T
HAWAII $119 o/w
CALL 800-834-9192
http://wkwzarhitch.org

GREEK MESSAGES

JEWISH FRATERNITY Something 2 BOMA PPARTMEPIT S950/MO.
Secunly type building
new, cool and exciting! Alpha
Epsilon Pi offers: Events. Xcellent Secure Parking
Close In
tines. Brotherhood In Gocd People.
Brad 295.3621. Call Now to Join! Modem Building
Laundry Room
We’re a BRIS above the rest.
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
SPORTS/THRILLS (408) 295 6893.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration expenenced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510.634-7575.

AUTO SERVICES
WADES DYNAMIC
AUTO BODY REPAIR
"Where quality is a must"
Specializing in minor and
mid-size damage .Free detailing
Free pick up .Free delivery
Free estimates Insurance Work
All makes & models
We accept: Visa, Master Card.
Discover & Amencan Express
Phn: 408/287-8337
440 N. First St. #120 San Jose.
AUTO / ALL PAINT FINISH
Polish w/teflon & restoration
Pdcts. FREE BROCHURE / Call
408 2785442 or visit
www.radist corn

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Dnvers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" ’Family Murthcar"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down / Monthly Payments
No DrIver Refused
Cancelled or Rejected
Dui Suspended License
Accidents Tickets
Imrryediate SR Filings
Good Dover Discount
Non/Owner Operator
8am - Spa, Monday - Saturday
Free Phone Quotes
Call Us Now.
.(408) 241-5400
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

9ATEs

STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
Auto Insurance
LOW RATES
SR 22’s on the Same Day
Hinng Now Bilingual
(English/Spanish(
PrIN 408247 3734
FAX 408247 5417
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
Only $5700 per year
Sam 30% 60%
on your dental needs
For info call 1 800 655.3225

CALI. 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
JUJUUUJLIULICIUJLIQUILILJULILIUJUJI:LILILILI
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tion

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$6
$7
$9
4 enes
$10
ss
$8
5 lines
$7
$11
$9
8 lines
t
$10
$12
$1 for each additional line.

Four
Days
$1 I
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth clay, rate increases by $t per day
First line 25 spaces) set in bold tot no extra charge
Adchortl words available In bold for 8.3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines:

$70
10-14 lines: $90
15-19 knee: $110

Five AOiraas
Days
$13 City A Siale
$14
Poore
$15
$18
Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Closmheds
SenJose State University
SanJoee, CA 95192-0149

Please check
one classification:
IkiicnOR

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel HMI. Room 209
Deadline 10:00 a m two weekdays before publication
Al ads we prepaed No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates Ion consecutive pubiications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL. (406)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sake
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
HeaithAieauty
Sports/Tholls’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Towel
Tutoring’
Word Processing
Schoierships

available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates

REAL CHNE

HOUSING SUBLET

DOES YOUR FRAT
APT FOR SUMMER 5/22-8/22
NEED MORE ROOM??
Large, Nice, Clean, Furnished, 1
bdrm. $680/mo. Carmel Apts. Restored Victonan residence just
half a block from campus now
7th & William. 408/292-3605.
available for sale. Currently used
as student housing. Ideal for
fraternity annex. Large parlor.
SHARED HOUSING
remodeled kitchen, inside laundry,
PIANO STUDENTS OR FACULTY, ample parking. Call for details and
idyllic summer lodging. 5275/ a private showing. Mike Gordon,
month + 1/3 utilities. If you’ve Broker 510-426-8200.
been hoping for a room in a private home, with an excellent
piano on which you can practice,
SERVICES
you just found it! Call Margie,
QUICKRESUME SERVICE
2241324.
You need an exceptional mune
to set yourself apart from other
students because exceptional
RENTAL HOUSING
resumes get noticed by recruiters.
ATM: STAFF & STUDENTS: Nice. Differentiation is the key. We. at
renovated large 2 bdrm/2 bath QUICKRESUME tailor make your
apt. NEW: Carpets. Linoleum, professional resume according to
Blinds, Refrigerator. Disposal & your background, education, work
Dishwasher. Underground parking. experience. & your field of expertise.
Washer/Dryer avail. Water & A good resume will put your career
garbage paid. $1350/mo + dep. on the right track. Rate = $19.95,
4 bdrm/2 bath unit also avail. you get a resume as a Microsoft
WORD document on a disk & five
550 S. 11th St. Call 265-2696.
printed copies of your resume on
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS. quality paper. Fax service available.
Large 2 borm/2 bath. Very clean. Please call (408) 365-3544,
Security type bldg. Laundry, cable, Evenings: 4pm-10pm.
ample parking. Walk or ride bike to
PARKING 4 RENT
school. Responsive management.
78 N. 5th St.
We take advance deposits to hold
$40/nix.
an apartment. 5995-$1045/mo.
Call for details: 294 7254 x 317
Call 288-9157.

TUTORING

www.4CRS.com
WIN A FREE COMPUTER!
Free service to college students
WRITING HELP: (510)601-9554.
Highest quality wnting,editing.
ghostwriting. Essays, application
statements, reports, etc.
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
(510)601-9554 or
email bolickebest.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
www.4CRS.com
GET A JOB!
Free service to college students

ENGUSH TUTOR
Speaking, Writing & Editing
Expenenced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica (408)978-8034.

COMPUTERS ETC.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247.7486.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back Chest Lip
Bikini Chin Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 price rf
made before 5/30/98. Hair Today
Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
Campbell Ave #17. Campbell
(408) 379-3500.

COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy. sell & trade computers.
486. Pentium. Mac. & Notebooks.
Refurb’d equipment is warranted.
5263 Prospect Rd. SJ. betw Hwy
85 8. 280 near Lawrence Espy.
408-873-8070
STUDENT SPECIALS!!
Ccepaq (used( 4865L25. 12 Ran,
540 HD. Mouse. modem.
free email, Mono. Win 95,
MS Office 95 Std.. $275
Acer (Nevv)200MHZ MMX.
16MG: 1Gig HD. KB. Mouse,
CDRom, Sound Card. Win 95,
MS Office 95 Sul . 56K Modem
speakers $599.
14" Monitor
intrax Grhur Iii
1725 IttIe Orchard Suite C
’11,8 7 18600.
San

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Designer
Cassini
5 Musician Hayes
10 Stork’s cousin
14 Autobahn car
15 Tanker
problem
16 Created
17 Obstacle
18 Insect stage
19 Conspiracy
20 Mexican -menu
items
22 Attacks
24King Cole
25 Key letter
26 Glasgow
natives
29 Wane
32 Clean the slate
36 South of France
37 Without ethics
39 Gangsters rod
40 Photographer s
device
43 Illuminated
44 Certify
45 French river
46 Chores
48 Alas native
49 Upholstery
material
SO Colorado
Indian
52 Soak as flax
53 Pollen producer
57 Formal attire
61 -- Fria Arizona
river
62 Speedy
64 By -- learning
method
65 18 -wheeler
66 Nonsensical
67 Writer Wiesel
68 Nuisance
69 Cafe customer
70 Office fixture
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9 Jewelry
fastener
to Damage
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21
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23 Place for hooks
26 Refine ray
27 Eyelashes
28 Playwright
Clifford
29 Overact
30 Skeletal parts
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Leo
July 23 to August 22
Looking for a few good
men/women to treat like sh?
Ah, a lover scorned is such an
ugly sight. You are no excepLeonian:
Famous
tion.
Maureen Mci’ormick.

Students rattle quake projects
Its Mindy Leigh Griser
’,Lae 1.Vnter
( (railuate engineering students spent three hours on
Tuesday damaging a constructwain they spent two
t
months designing and building.
The eft.’ irt was a test to help
students learn first-hand how
engineers learn and improve
ttieir building designs.
The purpose of the test was to
-imulate the impact on steel and
i-oncrete buildings during an
e.irthquake
-This is the first time we’ve
sidt. designed and tested something ourselves," said Nathan
Vallys, a graduate engineering
student. "We’ve gotten to iepply
( verything we have learned
from books ;end apply it to sonic flung physical."
Taught by Kurt McMullin,
assist.int prof’essor of civil engineering, the’ course is the first
line that allows students to ,ectuidly conduct physical testing of
tlas kind.

Tests like this are important because
they allow us to see how things actually
break without waiting for an earthquake.
Nathan Valles
graduate engineering student

"Tests like the’ are important
because) they allow us to see twee
things actually break without
waiting for an earthquake."
Valles said.
According to engineering students, designing a building that
can bend without breaking is
more important than strength
They said strength is important in the construction 011)1111,1
ings, but stronger is nut idevays
better.
"We want it to he able to
deform without collapsing," said
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Chocolate: Better move over, Mary Jane
Continued from page 1
prolonging the high.
The researchers’ discovery
may explain why Jenifi’r Hall,
an SLISU psychology major,
enjoys her chncolate fix.
"I just feel good after eating
chocolate," Hall said. "It’s my
drug of choice’."
Health professionals explain
additional theories as to why
chocolate may be so seductive.
It could be chocolate’s
smoothness and good taste that
people find attractive, according
to Wiggsy Sivertsen, SJSU
director of counseling.
"Some people can’t eat just
one piece but have to have 10,"
Sivertsen said. "Maybe that’s
why some people call themselves chocuholics."
Is chocolate as addictive as
pot? Probably not, according to
Christian F..1.1er of the National
Institute of Mental Health

In a 1997 issue af
Science World he. said ;(
130-pound person would
need to consume about 25
pounds of chocolate in oni.
sitting befitre getting any
noticeable buzz.
Nancy Black, a nutritionist at the SJSU
Student Health Center,
said the Health Center
will not advocate chocolate as a remedy to cure
stress or depression any
time soon.
"I don’t think there’s
enough scientific infiirmii
tion that would warrant
giving students routine
advice to eat chocolate,"
Black said.
chocolate.
Although
may not be the cure-all for what
ails you, skeptics should not
burn the fact sheet allowing
chocolate’s possible benefits to
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Aries
Match 21 to April 21)
Thu 4. semester has put a seri
(ius damper (in your sex life.
Well, rani -- the times they are
a-chatiging.
Cobble those oysters and
toss on those nipple clamps ...
happy days are here again.
Ron
Aryan:
Famous
"Horshack"
Taurus
April 21 to Alay 20
Veal do everything your Rice
Crispies tell you tn. Keep up
work.
Famous
the good
Taurean. N’ogi Berra.
( Iem ini
2/ to Jura 21
As .vour ti-his represent. you
;ere the male and female lif the
zodiac.
The masculine and feminine.
Thu’ testostenine and estrogen.
Thus. von are a I ralis-axiial.
Flaunt it, you sese.. beast.
Famous Ceminians: NlaryKate and Ashley ()ken.
Cancer
June 22 144.41uly 22
you wielk
nib, Cancers
soft ly and carry a big stick. ()h
. why yes. VeS pal do. But
.your gloating regarding your
promptness is not quit(’ accurate ... %%Innen say you’re
always early.
Word to the. ladies: Find
yourself a fellow Cancerian
and buy hini the new penis
desensitizer, 511 ’11 100. And
then smile, smill., smile.
Famous ( ’ancerian John I)
ftockefi.iler.

Virgo
August 23 to September 22
Your ship is coming in, so
put away your porn mags and
buy Leittery tickets ’cuz you’re
gonna get lucky. Famous
Virgoan: Fay Wray.
Libra
September 23 to October 22
Ili-ail on down to Lust on
loose, get
Sunday night get
flogged, get what you deserve.
Libran: Meat Loaf
Scorpio
October 23 to November 22
You take an "all nu’, all the
time" approach to things.
There’s a difThrence between
being No. 1 and the only one.
Famous
that.
Remember
Scorpian: e.e. cummings.
Sagittarius
Nunwrober 23 to December 21
Everyone needs to believe in
something. We believe you
need another beer. Cheers.
Famous Sagittarian: But Derek,
Capricorn
December 22 to Ionouty 20
Oftentimes those around
you don’t understand ynur wit.
Your sense t if humor is dry and,
kid, even KY can’t help you
laugh
with that. That’s
loud and he !instil. Famous
(’apricornian I toward Stern.
Aquarius
44.1anuary 21 to Felo miry 20
Your sign is clear. You are
very loving and are ruled by
Ill.:inns. Ruled by Uranus.
Ininim ... Famous Aquarian:
Tom Smothers.
Pisces
&brim)). 21/u March 20
Fancy yourself quite the talented one’ Successful’? Happy
as
Well, ignorance is
bliss Famous Piscpan: Erik
Estrada.

Auxiliary: Workers’ rights or sound business plan?
Continued from page 1
According
to
a
letter
addressed to concerned employees of the Student Health Center
by SJSU President Robert
Caret, the team’s tasks consist of
"identifying and recommending
an appropriate business model,
selecting the appropriate (pending structure and helping each
component implement a business plan that is tailored to the
new model"
The Pr iject Leadership Team
has already presented models to
the Steering Committee which
now has the task of reviewing
the informatein and making a
recommendation According to
Chambers, ihformation about a
project ileci.-aon won’t be expected until August or early fall.
The "Auxiliary Partnering
Project " as the proposal has
cone. to 1,0 known, has sparked
controyers with some employees who Mel their salaries, benefits and retirement may be
threatened. Employees have
other concerns such as job losses,
layoffs, privatization, price gouging of students who depend on
these services and full union representation for all employees.
Frank Corigliano, president of

California State Employi,-.
Association Chapter 307, sit
some of Okansito’s
"It’s about driving our wag’,
and benefits down, and the,’Ve
already done it on certain
campus,departments
on
Corigliano said. "It’s getting to
be a serious threat to the pre
vailing wage and standard if liy
ing.
"We don’t want any subver
sion of collective bargaining
They want to bust the union
They really don’t care about
they care about what the profit
is."
James Watts, a custodian in
the Housing Department and
bargaining representative for
Unit 5 of California State
Employees Association, satd the
unions and common people
aren’t represent ed iii flit Leadership Team tour the
Steering Committee
He said he wants !woof that
the final decision will hut sub
stantiate employee apprehensions.
"If they’re not going to do it,
what’s wrong with putting it in
writing and making it a guarantee’?" Watts said. "That tells us
it’s not in good faith."
However, according to Caret’s
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It’s about driving
our wages and benefits down, and
they’ve already
done it on certain
departments on
campus. It’s getting to be a serious
threat to the prevailing wage and
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Really Wireless
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the good guns!
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some more.

credit check. No contract. No

SERVICE- - -

Frank Corigliano
president of California
State Employees
Association Chapter 307
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Make every day
Mother’s Day.
111-800 -COLLECT
...11.
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